FEE ADVISORY

05:01:2021

KAMS here by advising its members to follow strict SOP during
COVID -19 period of Schooling.
The Managements are requested not to force, pay full year fee at a time.
Provide sufficient some more time, based on the written declaration from the
parents.
KAMS requests and suggests that management reduce overall fee
considering our suggestion.

Suggestions for same:
1. Special Development fees can be waived off, whose fee is less than
25,000/- P.A. (Under the provision of sub clause © of sub rule (3) of rule 10
of the Karnataka Educational Institutions (Classification. Regulation and
Prescription of Curricula etc) Rules 1995 and as per Rule (4) of Amendment
Notification No ED 317 PGC 2012, dated 18:05:2018 Special Development
fee up to 2500/- can be relaxed.
2. Term fees (Term fee to be maximum 10% to the whole tuition fee) can
be considered by schools whose fee is less than 15,000/-P.A. under the
provisions of Sub Clause (ii) of Sub Rule 3 (a) of Rule 10 of the Karnataka
Educational Institutions (Classification, Regulation and Prescription of
Curricula etc.) Rules – 1995 and as per Rule (4) of Amendment Notification
No ED 317 PGC 2012 dated 18:05:2018.
3. The extracurricular activities of respective schools if any can be waived
off, such as extra Sports /Cultural Coaching, Swimming, Horse riding so on.

4. Minimum charges for Computer usage considering 30% depreciation and
Transportation maintenance apart from running cost can be considered yearly
overall expenditure and be divided among students.
Over all schools, whose fee structure is more than 25,000/- P.A can reduce
20% to 25% plus in the best interest of students continued learning and support
the parents during COVID circumstances. (Rounding off with Term fee and
Special Development fee both)
Its appreciating that many members were also in the similar opinion
expressing voluntarily reducing more than 25%, having regret even after
that their parents have not even got admission done with part payments
out of payable fee.
In such situation KAMS advises its members to call the parents once, take
explanation and undertaking in written, by providing one more chance for few
days, if not honoured of minimum admission, when it’s a part payment, then
the management shall have all rights to take action lawfully as per available
Hon’ble High Courts directions. “Advice to go hand shake method
understanding parent’s situation too as you know your individual parents
best.”

Sd/-

Shashi Kumar D
General Secretary
Note: Its advise only and can be accepted depending on the individual
discretions by passing resolution under society or trust act.

